
1 General characteristics of Amahuaca

The grammar strongly reflects the notions of attention flow and viewpoint. (Atten-

tion flow determines the linear order of sentence constituents, and viewpoint refers

to the speaker's perception of a situation.)^ Consequently, word and clause order,

and an extensive morphology marking case, tense/aspect, theme (central element of

a sentence), pragmatic considerations, and evidentiality dominate the morphosyntac-

tic strategy of the grammar. Like all Panoan languages Amahuaca is highly

agglutinative. Operators are suffixes and some function as clitics which arc
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phonologically bound to the last constituent of a clause or sentence. It is not at all

unusual to attach tense-aspect-person-mood morphemes to a noun or pronoun, or

case markings to verb phrases. Likewise, clause-level evidential operators can be

suffixed to almost any constituent. There is strong indication that the whole sen-

tence, rather than the constituent marked, is the scope of the affixation.

As is typical in clause chaining languages, Amahuaca distinguishes between inde-

pendent and dependent clauses. Independent clauses are inflected for

tense-aspect-person-mood, and usually are sentence final. Dependent clauses carry

the IR morphology.

Again following the general trend, Amahuaca is best classified as an SOV language

(Wise 1979), but not in an exclusive sense. Whereas dependent clauses (particularly

clauses in a chain with IR morphology) strongly prefer SOV/SV word order, inde-

pendent clauses and sentences display more freedom. Their word order depends on

verbal aspect^ and pragmatic considerations (which in the context of this paper means

that a sentence constituent or a clause is considered prominent). While independent

sentences in unmarked aspect have SOV/SV word order, those in marked aspect display

OVSA^S word order. Other orders (OVSA^S in unmarked aspect and SOV/SV in

marked aspect) are clearly pragmatically marked (e.g., 3a,b below).

1.1 The case-marking system. The case-marking system is basically tripartite

with ergative, absolutive, and nominative cases (Table 1). In pragmatically neutral

independent clauses, split ergativity is governed by verbal aspect.

(1) Unmarked aspect, transitive and intransitive verb.

(a) Xano -n -mun maninha -0 vi -xo -hnu.^

woman -ERG -TH banana(s) -ABS get -3PAST.PFTV -DECL
The woman got/brought bananas.'

(b) Xano -vaun -mun maninha -0 vi -xo -hnu.

woman -ERG.PL -TH banana(s) -ABS get -3PAST.PFTV -DECL
*The women got/brought banana(s).'

(c) Hun povi -0 -mun nashi -xo -hnu.

my sibling -ABS -TH bathe -3PAST.PFTV -DECL
*My sibling bathed.'

(d) Hun povi -vo -mun nashi -xo -hnu.

my siblings -ABS.PL -TH bathe -3PAST.PFTV -DECL
'My siblings bathed.'

(2) Marked aspect, transitive and intransitive verb.

(a) Maninha -0 -mun vi -hax huha -0 -hqui -nu.

bananas -ABS -TH get -3PAST.PF mother -ABS -3ACT -DECL

'Mother has gotten/brought bananas.'
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(b) Nashi -mun -ax^ hun povi -0 -hqui -nu.

bathe -TH -PAST.PF my sibling -ABS -3ACT -DECL
*My sibling has bathed.' (Lit.: 'Bathing is what my sibling has been do-

ing.')

(c) Nashi -mun -ax^ hun povi -vo -hqui -nu.

bathe -TH -PAST.PF my siblings -ABS.PL -3ACT -DECL
*My siblings have bathed.' (Lit.: 'Bathing is what my siblings have been

doing.')

These examples illustrate that in pragmatically neutral contexts, SOV/SV constitu-

ent order is used in unmarked aspect and OVSA^S in marked aspect. The

clause-initial constituents in these examples receive the clitic -mun 'theme.' The

following constituents are found in initial position: any subject governed by a verb

in unmarked aspect (la-d), direct objects (2a), and intransitive verbs in marked

aspect (2b,c). Examples 3a,b illustrate the tripartite case-marking system in contexts

with pragmatically marked subject:

(3) Marked aspect, transitive and intransitive, pragmatically marked subject.

(a) Xano -n -mun maninha -0 vi -hax -qui -hnu.

woman -ERG -TH bananas -ABS get -PAST.PF -3ACT -DECL
'It is the woman who has gotten/brought bananas.'

(b) Joni -X -mun ca -hax -qui -hnu.

man -NOM -TH go -PAST.PF -3ACT -DECL
'It is the man who has gone.'

(c) Joni -vaux -mun vo -hax -qui -hnu.

man -NOM.PL -TH go.PL -PAST.PF -3ACT -DECL
'It is the men who have gone.'

TABLE 1: Case-marking system
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1.2 Tense/aspect system. Amahuaca has very few free temporal adverbs. Instead,

it has a detailed grammatical morphology that encodes tense and/or aspect, and other

temporal nuances. For example, the system includes bound temporal adverbs encod-
ing different degrees of time lapses between events. In this brief sketch I will outline

the tense system only as far as it relates to the IRS. The tense/aspect operators

described are those used in declarative clauses. There are different sets of operators

for questions and commands.

As mentioned in sect. 1.1, the tense/aspect system of Amahuaca is divided into two
sets: unmarked and marked. They differ formally as well as semantically.

The unmarked aspect operators (Table 2) have the following formal characteristics:

the forms are one single unanalyzable suffix encoding either aspect only, e.g., -non

'prospective aspect,' or tense + aspect + person, e.g., -xo *3rd person, narrative past,

perfective.' They can be preceded by bound temporal adverbs, e.g., -shinxo '1-3 days
ago, 3rd person, narrative past, perfective,' and preceded or followed by plural subject

markers, e.g., -haivo 'continuous aspect, plural.'

The marked forms (Table 3) have the following formal characteristics: they consist of
two separate operators, which can either occur together on the same consitutuent, e.g.,

-haxqui (3), or they can occur on different constituents, e.g., -hax . . . -qui 'past perfect,

3rd person actuality aspect' (9-1 1). The forms encoding tense/aspect, are often analyz-

able, e.g., -ca-tzi 'future' consists of -ca 'go' + -tzi 'commitment.' Like the operators

of the unmarked category, those of the marked category can also be preceded by the

bound temporal adverbs, resulting in hypermorphemes such as -shinax/shinnax '1-3

days ago' (from -shin + -hax. )

1.2.1 Unmarked tense/aspect set (Table 2). There are two past tenses in perfective

aspect: the narrative past and the immediate past. The narrative past has three different

forms: -cu '1st and 2nd person,' and -xo '3rd person' encode recent past; -tai which does
not inflect for person, encodes 'one planting season ago.'

(4) a. Hiya -x -mun hun -0 jo -cu -hnu.

I -NOM -TH I -ABS come -1/2REC.PAST.PFTV -DECL
'It is I who came.'

b. Jaa -X -mun jan -0 jo -xo -hnu.

he -NOM -TH he -ABS come -3REC.PAST.PFTV -DECL
'It is he who came.'

The above past tenses (with -tai as an exception) can combine with the following

operators expressing time lapses: -shin '1-3 days ago,' -yan '4 days till a planting season

ago,' -ni 'a long time ago.'

The forms for immediate past are: -ha '1st person,' and -qui '2nd and 3rd person.'

(5) a. Moha -mun hun -0 jo -ha -nu.

now -TH I -ABS come -IIMM.PAST.PFTV -DECL
'Now I have (just/actually) arrived.'
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b. Moha -mun jan -0 jo -qui -hnu.

now -TH he -ABS come -2/3IMM.PAST.PFTV -DECL
*Now he has (just/actually) arrived.'

The temporal adverb -moha 'now' is optional, but is often used in the immediate past

construction in perfective aspect. Incidentally, if we compare the above forms -ha '1st

person' and -qui '2nd and 3rd person immediate past perfective' with the form encoding

actuality aspect in the marked tense/aspect set, we note that they are identical (see Table

3, person and actuality aspect column). It appears that the above forms also encode
actuality aspect, despite the fact that in general the actuality mode is used in marked
contexts. I have therefore added it in parenthesis in the gloss. (The above distinction

between marked and unmarked, however, still holds: the unmarked tense/aspect form
consists of one single morpheme and the marked form of two (compare the forms of
Tables 2 and 3)).

The unmarked tense/aspect set also contains a pair of singular and plural forms that

encode perfect of result. They can combine with the operators expressing time lapses.

The plxiral forms can be best translated as passives, but they do not follow the normal
criteria for passive constructions^, and are more strictly the indefinite third person
subject of an active construction. (See also example 48.)

(6) a. Hapo -0 rutu -ha -vo.

chief -ABS kill -PF.RESULT -ABS.PL
'The chief has been killed by them.'

b. Hapo -0 rutu -shin -a^ -vo.

chief -ABS kill -l-3.days.ago -PF.RESULT. -ABS.PL
'The chief was killed yesterday/a few days ago.'

Other members of the unmarked tense/aspect set that also figure in the IRS are the

repetitive/continuative operator -haiV-haivo (7), and the prospective aspect operator
-nonf-novo (8).

(7) Huha -n -mun maninha -0 vi -hai -hnu.

mother -ERG -TH bananas -ABS get -REP -DECL
'Mother is (continuous) getting/bringing bananas.'

The aspect marker -hai shares some of the semantic features of the habitual aspect

-nox, and the customary aspect -taish^ which are part of the marked category. The
difference, however, is that -hai encodes repeated or continued events that are viewed
from an outside perspective.

(8) Hupa -0 jiri -non -nu.

father -ABS eat -PROSP -DECL
'Father is intending to eat.'

The form -non expresses an intended or possible event. There is no bias as to

whether or not the event will be taking place.
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TABLE 2: Unmarked tense/aspect operators

tense/aspect
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(9) a. Tapaz -mun -ax^ jan -0 -hqui -nu.

house.build -TH -PAST.PF he -ABS >ACT -DECL
'He has built a house.' (Lit: 'Housebuilding is what he has been doing.*)

The form -hax expresses a completed past event. It can be combined with temporal

adverbs to render the following hypermorphemes: -shinax/shinnax '1-3 days ago,'

-yantax '4 days till a planting season ago,' -taix 'a planting season ago,' and -nix, 'a

long time ago.'

(9) b. Tapaz -mun -ix^^ jan -0 -hqui -nu.

house.build -TH -DIST.PAST.PF he -ABS -3ACT -DECL
'He has built a house a long time ago.'

(Lit.: 'Housebuilding is what he has been doing a long time ago.')

The present tense operator -hi does not make a formal distinction between progres-

sive and non-progressive events. It appears, however, that the operator encodes a

stretch of time. The boundaries are defined in relation to other events.

(10) Tapaz -mun -i^ jan -0 -hqui -nu.

house.build -TH -PRES he -ABS -3ACT -DECL
'He builds/is building a house.'

(Lit.: 'Housebuilding is what he is doing.')

The form -hi, besides expressing present tense, also functions as an infinitive

marker for intransitive verbs, very much like 'to' in English. In this function it

contrasts with -quin 'infinitive marker for transitive verbs': -nashi-hi 'to bathe,' -pi-

quin 'to eat (meat).'

There are two future tenses in the marked category which are analyzable opera-

tors: -xanhqui 'immediate future,' and -catzi 'unspecified future.' -xanhqui is a

composite of -xan 'immediate future' and -qui 'present tense' (allomorj^ of -hi), -catzi

is a composite of -ca 'go' and -tzi 'commitment.' Although -catzi encodes 'unspecified

future,' it appears that it is perceived as actual involvement, in that literally the first step

towards the fulfillment of tiie event has been taken.

(11) Tapaz -mun -xanhqui jan -0 -hqui -nu.

house.build -TH -IMM.FUT he -ABS -3ACT -DECL
'He is going (beginning today) to build a house.'

(12) Tapaz -mun -catzi hun -0 -hca -nu.^^

house.build -TH -PUT I -ABS -lACT -DECL
'I am going to build a house.'
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TABLE 3: Marked tense/aspect operators

tense


